Cat c7 fuel filter change

Please login or register. I have Tiffin 06 phaeton with a Cat C7on a Freightliner chassis. I can't
seem to be able to break the fuel filter loose. I tried getting to it from underneath but that's out
of the question. So I assume that the only way to get to it is from the bedroom. I just don't have
enough leverage to break the filter loose using an oil filter wrench. It's all I can do to slip the
wrench over the filter let alone turn it. Does anybody have any ideas on how to do this? On Edit:
Ziggy's strap filter wrench next post below is another good tool for the larger filters on diesel
engines-- fuel and oil. Agree, some coach manufacturers make engine access a real pain. Water
pump pliers 2. Drive a screwdriver through both sides all the way through the filter as a
"handle" 3. Remove the bolts holding the filter housing and move the filter and housing to a
more accessible area. And you can do this permanently as have some motorhome
manufacturers at the factory. Only cost is for new hoses to the new location. When installing the
new filter, do not use oil or fuel to lube the seals, use dielectric or silicone grease and tighten to
spec indicated on filter. The filters are hard to remove because the seals stick when using oil or
fuel and over tightening. Most of the time iI can remove my filters by hand using the dielectric
grease. I'll post a few pictures of the tool in the next few days. As of yet I have not had a filter
leak or come loose or a reaction with the dielectric grease on the seals in 30 years of my service
life. Another member sent me a picture of the filter wrench he uses so I bought one. Then it can
be removed and replaced from below with buy reaching up with a long arm. It's almost to hard
to hand tighten from below so I used the wrench from above to just cinch it up. Then, because I
don't have a pump, I filled the filter through the fill hole in the housing. That was a real pain so I
will purchase a pump for future installations. I also followed someone the advise to use silicone
grease on the rubber gasket to keep it from seizing. I've always used diesel to coat the fuel filter
gaskets but when I changed out my primary filter last time I bent the oil filter wrench getting it
loose. I also use silicone grease on my sewer fittings to keep them slick to uncouple. SMF spam
blocked by CleanTalk. SMF 2. By sailfish44 , January 12, in Engines. I have just completed all of
the maintenance issues on my coach National lx oil change, fuel separator, lube, generator
filters and oil, and then tried to change the fuel filter on the motor. I cannot reach it well enough
to remove it from the motor and need some advice on how to get it off. Be aware that you can
relocate that filter secondary fuel filter to anywhere you like it. Many chassis makers put it in an
easy to access bay so you don't have to stand on your head to change it. All it takes is to
replace the fuel lines with ones long enough to reach your new location. Brett, Thanks for the
quick response. What is involved with moving the filter? What do you do with the old bracket
etc? Does the new location need to be at a specific height? Most of these are just a Caterpillar
filter base bolted to the engine and easily relocatable. I know the Caterpillar secondary fuel filter
on our coach was located to a compartment just behind the right rear wheel when the coach
was built. I have seen the same on some of the Safari products. With the Caterpillar manual
primer pump which will either be on your secondary fuel filter base or have a block-off plate to
allow the easy installation of one-- highly recommended elevation is not really an issue. I have
seen some relocations of this filter on Freightliner chassis to the area next to the primary fuel
filter in the back. When you say that you cannot get to it at the engine, is it that you cannot see
it or cannot get a wrench to work on it because of the tight quarters around it? If it is tight
quarters, go to any auto parts supply store and buy a belt filter wrench. I don't mean the type
where the belt is rubber and has a long handle. Get one that is a cloth belt loop that you insert a
socket set extension into it. By using a ratchet the belt is rolled getting tighter and tighter. The
filter is loosened. Remove the belt wrench and by hand the filter can be removed. To install a
new one just reverse the process. A CAT Tech told me that this is the way he removes the filter,
and it works. Thanks for the tip. This filter is almost impossible to reach and then turn. Whoever
put it on must have been a very strong person and I think it is the original part and never has
been changed. I will buy the type of wrench you mention and make the change. Thanks again
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Canada. I am about to put a new set of fuel filters on my M2 frieghtliner. I can't find a hand
primer any where on the fuel system. Location Twin Cities, MN. Mine doesn't have a primer
either, I just fill the filters with injector cleaner or diesel. I'm really anal so I fill them through the

outside holes not down the center so it actually gets filtered. Sabsan84 Senior Member.
Location Rhode Island. But you shouldnt need to prime it if it didnt run out of fuel and you fill
the filter up good before you spin in back on. Thanks dudes, I will get back to ya on this. My first
time changing fuel filters so this is all handy info. Location western ny. JohnnyU Club Member.
Location West Lafayette, Indiana. Pre-filling filters is strongly discouraged as it allows unfiltered
fuel past the filters regardless of if you fill from the outside, it's still not recommended. Some
engines have an electric fuel priming pump, others have a port where you can bolt on the old
hand priming pumps. Never really thought about prefilling filters to be bad, but will the fuel
system prime if it has to expel that much air out of the filter? It makes sense not to prefill filters
but is it a necesity? Location Central, CT. You want to start the engine at about half throttle, that
way if there is any air in teh system it can pass thru and wont lose the system. Creek View Prop;
said:. Location MN. Every fuel filter we change here gets filled with diesel before being put on
our bulk fuel tanks have filters on them, have never had a problem in all the years.
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filter. Then open the bleed screw and turn the key to on. It will run the fuel pump and fill the
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results that demonstrate our superior protection for your injectors. They also provide the best
protection for your critical fuel system components by removing large particles to extend the
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Cat equipment like our product does. Committed to long and efficient equipment life, we
produce proprietary Cat Fuel Filters in our own facilities, where we control quality and
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Shop Local. Committed to long and efficient equipment life, we produce proprietary Cat Fuel
Filters in our own facilities, where we control quality and consistently deliver superior parts. Cat
Filters offer maximum protection of vital engine parts and optimum performance, leading to the
lowest owning and operating costs for your Cat iron. They are also available for many machines
as an upgrade from standard filters to provide an increased level of protection. They are
recommended as a clean-out filter after any service work.

